Redmine - Defect #9012
Cannot change the version of subtask
2011-08-09 09:31 - Kamil.

Status: Closed  Start date: 2011-08-09
Priority: Normal  Due date:
Assignee:  % Done: 0%
Category: Issues  Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version:  Resolution: Cant reproduce
Reference:  Affected version:

Description

If one have a task (with target version set to A) and it's subtask (target version also set to A) and then changes the version of the subtask to B, Redmine just silently (!) fails. Not even single message that “The version have not been changed because ....”

Regards

History

#1 - 2019-08-10 09:38 - Go MAEDA
- Status changed from New to Closed
- Resolution set to Cant reproduce

I cannot reproduce the problem. Please reopen this issue if you still experience the problem.